Perceptual cues of laryngeal contrasts in Trique
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- To what degree are coarticulatory cues used in the perception of glottal consonants?
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Glottal Consonants & Non-Modal Phonation

- Substantial research on the production mechanisms and the acoustics of non-modal phonation (Kirk et al., 1984; Ladefoged et al., 1988; Gordon and Ladefoged, 2001; Blankenship, 2002; Wayland and Jongman, 2003; Pennington, 2005; Esposito, 2006; Keating and Esposito, 2006; Kreiman et al., 2007; DiCanio, 2009, 2008, among others).

- Until recently, little work on the perceptual status of different acoustic properties.
Perceptual Cues for Phonation Type

- **Spectral Slope**
  - H1-H2 (OQ measure) (Esposito, 2010; Kreiman et al., 2010)
  - Global spectral shape (H1-A3, A1-A3, etc.) (Esposito, 2006; Kreiman et al., 2010)

- **Noise-related**
  - Cepstral Peak Prominence (Kreiman et al., 2010)

- **Prosodic / Suprasegmental**
  - Intensity Contour (Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996; Gerfen and Baker, 2005)
  - Pitch (Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996; Gerfen and Baker, 2005)
  - Duration (Lyon, 2008)
Perceptual cues, cont.

Perceptual findings with respect to voice quality come from:

- Linear discriminant analyses on the discrimination performance of listeners evaluating natural stimuli (Esposito, 2010).

- Discrimination tasks where prosodic cues were manipulated using resynthesized natural speech (Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996; Gerfen and Baker, 2005).

- Discrimination tasks where spectral cues were manipulated using synthetic speech (Kreiman et al., 2010).

...But how important are these cues relative to each other?
Perceptual Cue Weight

- Listeners pay attention to certain cues more than others in speech perception (Broersma, 2005; Cho and McQueen, 2006; Escudero, 2005; Gottfried and Beddor, 1998; Harnsberger, 2001; McGuire, 2007).

- What cues are more important for listeners in their perception of glottal consonants?
Itunyoso Trique is an Oto-Manguean language spoken in San Martín Itunyoso, Oaxaca, Mexico by approximately 1,606 people (DiCanio, 2010). One of three major Trique dialects (DiCanio, 2008).

Original fieldwork by author since 2004.

All syllables are open, with the exception of final syllables which may be closed by one of two laryngeal codas: /ʔ/ or /h/.

Nine contrastive tones in final syllables but fewer tones contrast in non-final syllables (only level tones).
Laryngeal Contrasts

- Itunyoso Trique has a 3-way rime-type contrast: /Vː/, /Vh/, /Vʔ/.

- Coda /h/ is usually realized as vocalic breathiness spread across the latter half of the rime. Coda /ʔ/ is realized with an abrupt glottal closure.

- Duration of modal vowel before laryngeal coda is shorter than duration of vowel without coda (DiCanio, 2008).

  nne₃ ‘plough’  nneʔ₃ ‘fiber rope’  nneh₃ ‘toothless’
A number of acoustic correlates distinguish these rime types in production (DiCanio, 2008).

- **Duration**: \( /V:/ \) (160 ms) > \( /Vh/ \) (100 ms) > \( /V?/ \) (80 ms).

- **Spectral tilt**: H1-H2 and H1-A3 differences on preceding vowel. Higher H1-H2 and H1-A3 values occur across the duration of the breathy rime. Lower H1-A3 (but not H1-H2) values on vowel immediately preceding \( /?/ \).

- **Pitch**: significant effect of coda \( /h/ \) on pitch, causing slight lowering across the vowel. Very small and local effect of coda \( /?/ \) on preceding pitch target.

...but how important are these cues in perception?
Method - Multidimensional Scaling & Resynthesis

- AX identification task with 14 native speakers of Itunyoso Trique.

- Manipulated duration, H1-H2, and pitch on modal vowel word (nne³ ‘plough’) to match values on laryngealized rimes (nneh³ ‘toothless’ and nneʔ³ ‘fiber rope’) with help of Praat and Matlab scripts.

- 3 sets of two dimensions: duration X pitch, duration X H1-H2, H1-H2 X Pitch.

- 2 laryngeal conditions were tested: /V:/ vs. /Vh/, /V:/ vs. /Vʔ/.

- Total of 6 blocks (3 x 2).
Manipulated duration using 6 steps, other cues using 4 steps. For the H1-H2 X Pitch condition, manipulated H1-H2 using 6 steps. Total of 24 stimuli, each repeated twice (48 trials).

Targets spliced into original carrier sentence:

\(<target>\) ka\(^3\)tah\(^3\) ri\(^3\r\)i\(^3\tilde{\rho}\)re\(^1\)‘, \(<target>\) I told you!’.

Listeners pressed right or left button on keyboard corresponding to visual target on screen.
Results

- Identification results analyzed with a linear mixed effects model with manipulated dimensions as fixed effects and subject as a random effect.

- Reaction Time results analyzed in a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with subject as an error term.
Results I: Duration and Pitch Manipulation

- For the /V:/ - /Vh/ condition, duration, but not pitch, is a significant cue.
- For the /V:/ - /Vʔ/ condition, duration is significant and pitch is near significant.
Results 2: Duration and H1-H2 Manipulation

- For the /V:/ - /Vh/ condition, duration, but not H1-H2, is a significant cue. There was a significant interaction between duration and H1-H2.
- For the /V:/ - /Vʔ/ condition, duration is significant but not H1-H2.

Identification (white = /V:/, black= /Vʔ/)
Spectrum (Modal > Creaky)
Duration (Long > Short)

Identification (white = /V:/, black= /Vh/)
Spectrum (Modal > Breathy)
Duration (Long > Short)
Results 3: Pitch and H1-H2 Manipulation

- For the /V:/ - /Vh/ condition, pitch, but not H1-H2, is a significant cue.
- For the /V:/ - /Vʔ/ condition, no cues significantly identify contrast.
Results: Reaction Time

Significant effect of duration cue on log(RT). As the vowel duration got shorter, subjects responded more quickly identifying the stimulus as laryngealized (/Vh/ or /V?./).
Results: Reaction Time

- Significant effect of cue comparison set (Spectrum (H1-H2) x Pitch, Duration x Pitch, Duration x Spectrum (H1-H2)) on log(RT). When duration was neutralized, subjects took longer to identify stimuli.
Results

Summary

- In all cases where duration is not neutralized, it is used as a strong cue for /Vh/ and /V?/ rimes. Shorter duration stimuli are identified faster than longer duration stimuli.

- When H1-H2 is neutralized, laryngeally-induced pitch raising caused a small shift in identification of /V:/ > /V?/.

- When pitch is neutralized and duration is ambiguous, H1-H2 acts as a cue to distinguish /V:/ and /Vh/ rimes.

- When duration is neutralized, only pitch acts as a cue to distinguishing /V:/ and /Vh/ rimes.
What are the cues used to distinguish the glottal consonant contrast in Itunyoso Trique?

- /Vh/ vs. /V:/ Duration > Pitch > H1-H2
- /V?/ vs. /V:/ Duration > Pitch

Laryngeally-induced pitch perturbations are used as perceptual cues, but H1-H2 is not.
The Perception of Coarticulation

- Final syllables in Trique are bimoraic, consisting of either a long vowel /Vː/ or a vowel followed by a glottal coda (/h/, /ʔ/).

- While duration is prosodic cue related to the presence or absence of a coda consonant, changes in voice quality and accompanying pitch perturbations are unambiguously the result of vowel-glottal coarticulation.

- Supports the hypothesis that coarticulatory cues in speech production are useful for the perceptual identification of phonological contrasts (Beddor and Krakow, 1999; Holt and Lotto, 2006; Nowak, 2006; Beddor, 2009).
Laryngeal cues

- As per DiCanio (2008), greater coarticulatory overlap in /Vh/ rime causes more salient changes in pitch and spectral tilt on the vowel. Such effects are not compensated for, but are directly related to the perception of laryngeal contrasts. Listeners use coarticulatory effects in perceptual identification.

- Laryngeally-induced pitch perturbations are perceptually-relevant, as hypothesized by Hombert et al. (1979) in relation to tonogenesis. Such perturbations are relevant even for listeners of a complex tone language.
Thank you.
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